COLLECTION REGISTER

Name: **Working Carlisle Project (Spring 1999)**  
Material: Interview Packets  
Volume: 14 folders, 12 cassette tapes.  
Donation: Gift of Kim Lacy Rogers.  
Usage: Please consult with the Community Studies Center staff regarding restrictions.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

No description available.

COLLECTION DESCRIPTION

The collection is divided into 4 series. Series 1 consists of 12 Interview Papers, which may include biographies, question lists, data forms, and some floppy disks. Papers are organized alphabetically according to narrator’s last name. There are two copies of each paper. Series 2 consists of 1 folder of completed release forms. Series 3 consists of 1 folder of transcript invoices. Series 4 consists of 12 audio cassette tapes.

COLLECTION INVENTORY

SERIES 1 – INTERVIEW PAPERS

SERIES INVENTORY

1.1 Bear, Eileen, interviewed by Carrie Masters. Submitted Apr. 17, 1999; Interviewed Apr. 12, 14 and 16, 1999 [Tape CTX00748]
1.2 Dutrey, John, interviewed by Jonathan Banco. Submitted Apr. 29, 1999; Interviewed Apr. 19, 1999 [Tape CTX00749]
1.3 Fontanella, Rev. Andrew, interviewed by Amanda Knowlton. [Tape CTX00750]
1.4 Gobrecht, Louis, interviewed by Raymond C. Justice. Apr. 20, 1999 [Tape CTX00751]
1.5 Hutton, Sandra Day – transcript missing [Tape CTX00752]
1.6 MacChronister, Charles, interviewed by Jamie Herrick. Apr. 20, 1999 [Tape CTX00753]
1.7 McCrae, Margo, interviewed by Lauren Bell-Thomson. Submitted Apr. 19, 1999; Interviewed Apr. 14, 1999 [Tape CTX00754]
1.8 Mullen, Cassius, interviewed by Stephen M. Gensemer. Apr. 16, 1999 [Tape CTX00755]
1.9 Ocker, Richard, interviewed by Jason Barr. Submitted May 19, 1999; interviewed Apr. 15, 1999 [Tape CTX00756]
1.10 Peters, John, interviewed by Stephen Lyons. Apr. 20, 1999 [Tape CTX00757]
1.11 Steigleman, John, interviewed by Katie Spering. Apr. 12, 1999 [Tape CTX00758]
1.12 Thomas, Joe, interviewed by Kyle Beeton. Submitted May 9, 1999; interviewed Apr. 9, 1999 [Tape CTX00759]

SERIES 2 – INTERVIEW RELEASE FORMS
SERIES INVENTORY

2.1 Interview Release Forms

SERIES 3 – TRANSCRIPTION INVOICES
SERIES INVENTORY

3.1 Transcription Invoices

SERIES 4 – MEDIA
SERIES INVENTORY

CASSETTE TAPES, TRANSCRIBED

CTX00748: Bear, Eileen. Apr. 12, 14 and 16, 1999
CTX00750: Fontanella, Rev. Andrew.
CTX00751: Gobrecht, Louis. Apr. 20, 1999
CTX00752: Hutton, Sandra Day
CTX00753: MacChronister, Charles. Apr. 20, 1999
CTX00754: McCrae, Margo. Apr. 14, 1999
CTX00755: Mullen, Cassius. Apr. 16, 1999
CTX00756: Ocker, Richard. Apr. 15, 1999
CTX00757: Peters, John. Apr. 20, 1999
CTX00758: Steigleman, John. Apr. 12, 1999
CTX00759: Thomas, Joe. Apr. 9, 1999

This collection register was prepared by Jessica Bylander, Dec. 2005.